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The similarity test of DNA sequences in a specific is important as a preprocessing for the genetic analysis.
However, the sequence repeats in a whole genome disturbs this test.For this problem,conventionally, the
 
sequence repeats are detected by using the step-by-step scanning and,a detected repeat is used as a marker.
Then the sequence before the marker is only employed as data to be analysis.Then the process is complicated
 
and important information in the part of the sequence might be ignored.
In this paper,we propose a new method of the similarity test for using the spectral analysis such that the
 
feature value for the test is derived as the data in the frequency domain.By using this method,the analytic
 
similarity test can be achieved without the influence of the sequence repeats analytically.The efficacy of the
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単純反復配列を考慮した塩基配列データの類似性検定
